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Current control 

1. It is carried out during practical classes and aims to test students' mastery of educational material. 

2. During the current control of knowledge, the student is obliged: 

 demonstrate self-filled schemes, tables, algorithms; 

 draw in histological slides of the topic of the lesson and be able to explain the main histological 

structures  and their changes; 

 describe gross-view samples related to the topic; 

 give written answers to the proposed tests (including A-format tests) and situational tasks. 

 

3. Criteria for evaluation of current educational activities - during the assessment of mastering of each 

topic for the student’s current educational activity is used 4-point (traditional) scale grading system. 

Grading procedure includes scores of all types of work provided by the curriculum. The student must 

receive a grade for each topic. Forms of assessment of current educational activities include control of 

theoretical and practical training. Scores on the traditional scale are converted into points. 

 

4. Evaluation of current educational activities in current practical lessons and colloquiums: 

 completed schemes, tables, algorithms are evaluated from 0 to 3 points: 0 - not completed, 1 

point - completed 1/3, 2 points - completed 2/3, 3 points - all completed; 

 sketching and marking of histological slides is estimated from 0 to 2 points: 0 points – not 

done, 1 point - only sketched or only marked, 2 points - everything is done; 

 test control is evaluated from 0 to 5 points: 0 points - less than 60% of correct answers, 3 points 

- 60-79% of correct answers, 4 points - 80-89%, 5 points -> 90% of correct answers. 

 

5. The total amount of points is from 5 to 10, which corresponds to the traditional score: 5-6 points 

- grade "satisfactory", 7-8 points - grade "good", 9-10 points - grade "excellent". 

 

 «Excellent («5»)» – The student correctly answered 90-100% of the tests of format A. Correctly, 

clearly, completely and logically answers the standardized questions of the current topic, including 

questions of the lecture course and independent work; correctly filled in all the tables and diagrams in the 

"Workbook". Closely connects theory with practice and correctly demonstrates the implementation of 

practical skills, correctly performed all tasks related to histological slides. Freely interprets the identified 

morphological changes in gross-view samples and histological slides, solves situational problems of 

increased complexity, is able to summarize the material. 

 «Good («4»)» – The student correctly answered 70-89% of the tests of format A. Correctly and 

essentially answers the questions of the current topic, including questions of the lecture course and 

independent work, with minor errors filled in all the tables and diagrams in the "Workbook". 

Demonstrates the performance of practical skills, correctly or with minor errors performed all tasks 

related to histological slides. Correctly uses theoretical knowledge to interpret the identified 

morphological changes in gross-view samples and histological slides, solves easy and medium-sized 

situational problems. Have the necessary practical skills and techniques to perform them in excess of the 

required minimum. 

 «Satisfactory» («3»)» – The student correctly answered 60-69% of the tests of format A. 

Incomplete, with the help of additional questions, answers the standardized questions of the current topic, 

including questions of the lecture course and independent work, filled in all the tables and diagrams in the 

"Workbook" with significant errors. Cannot create own clear, logical answer. During the answer and 

demonstration of practical skills makes significant mistakes, with significant mistakes performed tasks 
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related to histological slides. The student solves only easy situational problems, has only a minimum of 

necessary practical skills. 

 

«Unsatisfactory («2»)» – The student correctly answered less than 60% of the tests of format A. 

Does not know the material of the current topic, did not fill in all the tables and diagrams in the 

"Workbook". Cannot independently build a logical answer to additional questions, does not understand 

the content of the material. When answering and demonstrating, performing practical skills makes 

significant, serious mistakes. 

At mastering of every theme of the discipline for estimation of student’s ongoing educational  control a 4-

ball traditional scale is proposed, which  then is converted in scores depending on the amount of themes 

in the semesters. 

Maximal number of scores which the student may get for ongoing learning activity accounts  for 120 

scores. 

Minimal number of scores which the student has to get for ongoing learning activity accounts  for 72 

scores. 

Number of scores is calculated in the following equation:  

x = СА × 120 

             5 

СА – average for marks according to the traditional scale (rounding to the second figure after the point) 

 
Table 1. Converting of traditional marks into points according to 200-point scale 
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5 120 4.45  107 3.91  94 3.33  80 

4.95 119 4.41 106 3.87  93 3.29  79 

4.91  118 4.37  105 3.83 92 3.25  78 

4.87  117 4.33  104 3.79  91 3.2  77 

4.83  116 4.29 103 3.74  90 3.16 76 

4.79  115 4.25  102 3.7  89 3.12  75 

4.75  114 4.2  101 3.62  87 3.08 74 

4.7  113 4.16  100 3.58 86 3.04  73 

4.66  112 4.12  99 3.54  85 3  72 

4.62 111 4.08  98 3.49 84 Less than 3  

4.58  110 4.04 97 3.45  83   

4.54  109 3.99  96 3.41  82   

4.5  108 3.95  95 3.37  81   

 

 

6. Criteria for evaluation of self-reliant study: Assessment of students' independent work, which is 

provided in the topic along with practical lesson work, is carried out during the current control of the 

topic in the relevant practical class. Assessment of topics that are submitted only for independent work 

and are not included in the topics of practical classes, is controlled by the final control (colloquiums). 
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